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Abstract: High manufacturing cost and thermal stability of Li-ion battery cells are currently the
two main deterrents to prolific demand for electric vehicles. A plausible solution to this issue
is a modular/scalable battery thermal management system (TMS). A modular TMS can ensure
thermal reliability for battery cells of different capacities and size without needing major structural
revision besides facilitating mass-production. However, understanding the relationship of heat
generation rates with cell capacity and thickness is essential for developing a scalable TMS. The present
paper discusses results derived from an experimental investigation undertaken with this purpose.
Heat generation rates for LiFePO4 pouch cells of different nominal capacities are measured at
discharge rates of 0.33C, 1C and 3C in ambient temperatures ranging between −10 and 50 ◦ C using a
custom-designed calorimeter. It is observed that heat generation rates of the LiFePO4 pouch cells
become independent of their nominal capacity and thickness if the ambient temperature is regulated
at 35 ◦ C. In ambient temperatures lower than 35 ◦ C though, the thin battery cells are found to be
generating heat at rates greater than those of thick battery cells and vice-versa at temperatures over
35 ◦ C for all discharge rates.
Keywords: Li-ion battery packs; heat generation; adiabatic calorimeter; modular battery thermal
management systems; battery electrodes; inverse heat conduction problems; electric vehicles

1. Introduction
Lithium ion (Li-ion) battery packs, as the energy storage system, are at present the largest
shareholder controlling 45.3% of the cost of an electric vehicle (EV) [1]. The International Organisation
for Standardisation (ISO) recommends that in order to get a quicker return on investment, a basic
standard cell design should be used for all EV battery packs [2–5]. One of the major drawbacks
of this standard design though is the thermal stability of Li-ion battery cells. A number of studies
have reported that operating a Li-ion battery cell at elevated temperatures can accelerate chemical
changes such as electrolytic corrosion, loss of active material, and solid electrolyte interphase growth in
cells [6–14]. It can also lead to permanent blockage of Li-ion intercalation sites and associated decrease
in the electrodes’ surface area available for electrochemical reaction. The phenomenon is termed as
irreversible loss of capacity and as per the estimates of Santhanagopalan et al., it could occur over
five times faster if the cell is cycled at 45 ◦ C than that at 15 ◦ C [15]. Then, cycling a Li-ion battery
cell at temperatures over 85 ◦ C carries a potential risk of an electrochemical breakdown of the anode
ultimately pushing the cell into a state of thermal runaway [16,17]. On the other hand, Li-ion batteries
are also affected by a largely limited electrode activity and poor charge kinetics at low temperatures.
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For instance, it was reported that driving range of the Nissan LEAF 2012 drops substantially from
138 miles in ideal conditions to 63 miles in operating temperature of −10 ◦ C [18]. Maintaining battery
cell temperature within the recommended limits is thus crucial for safe and efficient operation of Li-ion
battery packs.
Evolution of cell temperature profile depends on net energy balance between heat generated and
heat dissipated from the battery cell via various mechanisms during charging and discharging duration.
Therefore, a deeper understanding of the magnitude of the heat generated by a battery cell and the rate at
which it is generated is necessary for reliable and safe cell operation. Although the total heat generation
in an operational battery is generally approximated by the sum of the reversible heat and the irreversible
heat, it contains other temperature-dependent forms of heat as well. These are the heat of mixing and
the heat of phase transition [19]. Ideally, a numerical model is desirable to analyse the key aspects and
behavioural change of different components of the total heat. However, owing to the complexity of an
electrochemical system, importance of experimental study cannot be undermined [20,21].
Heat generation rate for batteries can be measured experimentally either under isothermal or adiabatic
conditions using a commercial or a custom-built calorimeter. In an isothermal heat conduction calorimeter
(IHC), battery surface temperature is maintained constant by keeping the cell in full contact with a large
heat sink. However, the IHCs tend to produce erroneous results at high discharge rates due to limited
heat dissipation ability of the heat sink [22,23]. Naturally, studies involving such calorimeters have been
limited to coin cells and small cylindrical cells cycled at low discharge rates [24–33]. Accordingly, insights
gained through them cannot be applied directly to design of a thermal management system (TMS) for large
batteries such as those used in EVs. In view of this, it is important to mention a custom-built IHC design,
capable of testing comparatively large pouch cells, recently disclosed by Xiao and Choe. The design is
based on two thermoelectric devices working as heat pumps and facilitates measurement of heat generation
rate of a 15.7 Ah LMO/carbon pouch cell [34].
In contrast adiabatic calorimeters, otherwise known as accelerated rate calorimeters (ARCs) can
be used to evaluate battery heat generation rates under normal as well as abusive environments.
The ARCs allow the battery cell temperature to increase over time while recording thermal response of
the calorimetric material as it transmits heat rejected by the battery cell during the charging/discharging
process to a constant temperature heat sink. This information coupled with energy balance between
the heat sink and the battery cell is later used to assess the battery heat generation rates [21]. Similar to
the IHCs, ARCs too have been previously used by several research groups for analysing thermal
behaviour of Li-ion battery cells. A detailed list of all these attempts is available in the report of
Schuster et al. along with the data on total heat generated by a 40 Ah LMO/graphite pouch cell for
discharge rates ranging between 0.125C and 1C [35]. Among these, the work of Chen et al. [20] is
of particular interest mainly because of the wide range of ambient temperatures (−10 to 40 ◦ C) and
discharge rates (0.25C to 3C) used for analysing the thermal behaviour of A123 20 Ah pouch cell.
It should however be noted that the HDPE slabs, i.e., the calorimetric material, were the only thermal
contacts of the test battery cell and no heat sink or any other mechanism for maintaining an isothermal
battery surface temperature was incorporated in their calorimeter design. Moreover, according to the
details provided, an insulating cover was placed to minimise the heat transfer from the top surface
to the surroundings. Schuster et al. have still categorised the custom-designed calorimeter used by
Chen et al. as an IHC calorimeter in their list. In a subsequent study, Lin et al. used an ARC to
investigate the heat generation characteristics of a 40 Ah LiFePO4 pouch cell discharged at 0.33C, 1C,
and 2C and at ambient temperatures between −15 and 40 ◦ C [36]. Besides these, a technique based on
direct measurements of heat generation rates with a heat flux sensor was recently demonstrated by
Drake et al. [37].
2. Purpose of the Present Investigation
It should be acknowledged that the heat generated by a battery of specific chemistry depends on
reaction kinetics. Reaction kinetics, in turn, are strongly influenced by operating conditions, namely
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discharge rate and ambient temperature, and cell design parameters like active particle size, Li-ion
diffusion coefficient, cell/electrode thickness etc. [38]. With the information already available in public
domain, it might not be too difficult to model the effect of operating conditions on thermal behaviour of
a Li-ion pouch cell. However, not many authors have investigated the impact of cell design parameters
on heat generation rates of a battery cell suitable for an EV application. Moreover, Table 1 shows
that a large variation exists in the nominal capacity of battery cells used in commercially available
passenger EVs. With the ISO recommending minimum capacities of 40 and 60 Ah for the two classes of
EVs—BEV1 and BEV2, respectively—it is anticipated that scaling up the basic cell design to meet energy
requirements of different applications might soon become a general practice. From an engineering
perspective, it would thus be beneficial to learn if the nominal capacity of a battery and associated cell
thickness has any effect on battery heat generation rates or not. The focus of this research project is
therefore on examining the heat generation behaviour of the C/LiFePO4 pouch cells in relation to their
nominal capacities. For the sake of this investigation, commercial battery cells of different capacities
are sourced from the same manufacturer.
Table 1. Battery pack size of commercially available passenger electric cars along with nominal capacity
of Li-ion cells used in their assembly (adapted from [39]).
Vehicle

Pack Capacity (kWh)

Cell Capacity (Ah)

Reference

Chevrolet Spark EV 2016
Chevrolet Bolt
VW e-Golf 2015
VW e-Golf 2017
Tesla Model S
Ford Focus Electric
Mercedes-Benz B-class ED
Kia Soul EV
BMW i3 2017
Mitsubishi iMiEV
Nissan LEAF S Plus

19
60
24.2
35.8
60 and 90
23
36
30
33
16
62

23.75
50
25
37
3.4
15
3.4
75
94
50
56.3

[40,41]
[42]
[43,44]
[45]
[46]
[47,48]
[49,50]
[51,52]
[53,54]
[55,56]
[57,58]

3. Experimental
In this work, a test station was constructed using a four-channel, 20 V-100 A battery cycler
and a programmable thermal chamber. Commercially available LiFePO4 pouch cells with nominal
capacities of 8, 15, and 20 Ah were procured from Benergy Tech Co. Ltd., Guangzhou, China, to serve
as test batteries. Additionally, an A123 20 Ah LiFePO4 pouch cell was used as a control sample.
The parameters characterising physical dimensions of these cells are specified in Table 2.
Table 2. Physical dimensions of the test battery cells and the A123 20 Ah control sample used in
this investigation.
Battery Cell

Model Number

Height (mm)

Width (mm)

Thickness (mm)

8 Ah
15 Ah
20 Ah
A123 20 Ah

BHK-1280A5
BHK-11A8F5
BHK-85C0M7
AMP20M1HD-A

105
155
227
227

80
108
120
160

12
11
9
7.25

Heat generation rates for batteries operating under varied conditions are generally estimated
through a custom-designed calorimeter having known thermal characteristics. Chen et al. introduced
an ARC that can be used for characterising heat generation rates for any pouch cell, regardless of cell
chemistry. It had a pouch cell sandwiched between two high-density polyethylene (HDPE) slabs, each
of them being five times thicker than the pouch cell [20]. However, it was designed for battery cells
having high surface area to thickness ratios. Figure 1 shows surface temperature recorded for the three
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An ARC should not exchange any heat with its surroundings. It should in fact present a large
An ARC should not exchange any heat with its surroundings. It should in fact present a large
thermal resistance to them [59]. Nonetheless, Figure 1 illustrates that the thick battery cells are exposed
thermal resistance to them [59]. Nonetheless, Figure 1 illustrates that the thick battery cells are
to the ambient environment to a greater degree than the thin pouch cells in the sandwich structured
exposed to the ambient environment to a greater degree than the thin pouch cells in the sandwich
calorimeter. It is therefore evident that thickness of pouch cells is a major factor influencing the
structured calorimeter. It is therefore evident that thickness of pouch cells is a major factor influencing
effectiveness of this design. Accordingly, to minimise the heat leakage in the present investigation,
the effectiveness of this design. Accordingly, to minimise the heat leakage in the present
the aforementioned calorimeter was modified by making the battery cells to sit in slots, made to their
investigation, the aforementioned calorimeter was modified by making the battery cells to sit in slots,
size, in the HDPE slabs.
made to their size, in the HDPE slabs.
Figure 2 presents (a) schematic of the modified battery calorimeter and (b) surface temperatures
Figure 2 presents (a) schematic of the modified battery calorimeter and (b) surface temperatures
measured for the three test batteries at a 3C discharge rate in an operating temperature of 5 ◦ C using
measured for the three test batteries at a 3C discharge rate in an operating temperature of 5 °C using
the modified set-up. Uniform increase in the surface temperatures for all the three battery cells is seen
the modified set-up. Uniform increase in the surface temperatures for all the three battery cells is seen
in Figure 2b. It reflects on the improved capability of the modified calorimeter to test both the thick
in Figure 2b. It reflects on the improved capability of the modified calorimeter to test both the thick
cells and the thin cells, particularly in harsh operating conditions, i.e. low ambient temperature and
cells and the thin cells, particularly in harsh operating conditions, i.e. low ambient temperature and
high discharge rate.
high discharge rate.
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3.1. Test Procedure
The constant current (CC) and constant voltage (CV) mode was adopted to fully charge the
battery cells. Under this charging regime, all the three test battery cells were first charged at 0.33C till a
maximum allowable voltage of 3.65 V was reached. Thereafter, they were taper-charged to a cut-off
current of 0.05C while a constant terminal voltage of 3.65 V was maintained. For the A123 20 Ah
cell also, the CC-CV mode was applied. However, the current corresponding to the CC stage of the
A123 cell was 0.5C and the cut-off current tapered to 0.05C during the CV stage with the cell voltage
maintained at 3.6 V. Before starting the test, the test battery cells were fully charged and discharged
for a few times. For the discharge process, a 0.5C rate was used for all the cells with the lower cut-off
voltage set to 2.0 and 2.5 V for the A123 20 Ah cell and the three test battery cells, respectively. The step
serves dual purposes. Firstly, it allows time for development of the solid electrolyte interphase film and
prevents corruption of the measured values due to absence of film resistance. Cell capacity available
for a specific set of discharge conditions stabilises at the end of this step. Secondly, it functions as a
quick quality check for expected performance standards from the three commercial test battery cells.
Prior to the heat characterisation test, the calorimeter was soaked for 12 h in a constant temperature
air bath provided by the programmable thermal chamber to minimize the temperature gradient between
the calorimeter and the surroundings and hence achieve the approximately ideal condition of zero
heat transfer. Afterwards, galvanostatic discharge tests were conducted for all the three test battery
cells at ambient temperatures of –10, 5, 20, 35, and 50 ◦ C and the discharge rates of 0.33C, 1C, and 3C.
Temperature change in the HDPE slabs was recorded from a thermal sensor strategically placed 6 mm
away from the battery surface in the vertical plane passing through the centre of the battery cell and
the HDPE slab, i.e., location A in Figure 2a. Placing the temperature sensor in the central plane limits
the edge effects of heat transfer from the slab to the surroundings [20]. Furthermore, a rest phase of an
hour after completion of the discharge process was included in the test procedure to isolate the heat of
mixing produced in the discharging operation. This procedure was repeated four times and average
readings a\were used for heat generation estimation.
3.2. Problem Formulation
Key to scaling up an electrochemical system successfully is to examine the dynamic thermal
response in relation to its capacity and strategically manage the heat released during the two energy
transformation processes, i.e., charging and discharging. Modus operandi accepted for collecting the
data fit for this study is direct calorimetry. An underlying assumption that all the heat produced by
the electrochemical cell is lost to the calorimetric material forms the basis of this technique. Due to
this assumption, the source of heating, in isolation, becomes immaterial to the problem. The dynamic
heat generation rate and the temperature histories of heat source are subsequently estimated based
on transient temperature readings recorded at discrete times at one or more interior points in the
calorimeter. Such dynamic heat transfer problems, usually referred to as inverse heat conduction
problems (IHCP), are considered mathematically ill posed. They are also known to be sensitive to
random instrumentation errors and noise present in the experiments [20,60].
Several methodologies such as convolution theorem, finite difference method, and finite element
method, for solving IHCPs can be found in literature [60–66]. However, owing to inherent complexities
and need for extensive matrix manipulation steps, they were avoided in the present investigation.
Instead, the problem formulation is centred on the Fourier’s law of heat transfer and the fundamental
law of conservation of energy. Lateral conduction in the calorimeter is considered negligible in
comparison to heat flow in the direction normal to the cell surface, which lends the original problem
to a single spatial dimension. This assumption is validated through readings from a temperature
sensor placed 6 mm away from the surface representing thickness of the battery that shows negligible
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deviation from the bulk temperature, i.e., location B in Figure 2a. Temperature distribution, T, as a
function of time (t) in a slab of homogenous and isotropic material can be described by
!
∂
∂T
∂T
k.
= ρ.c.
∂x ∂x
∂t

(1)

where, k (~0.49 W/m-K is used in this study) is the thermal conductivity of HDPE, i.e., the calorimetric
material while ρ and c represent its density and specific heat, respectively. The initial condition of
thermal equilibrium between the HDPE slab and the isothermal air bath provided by the thermal
chamber is
T (x, 0) = T0 (x)
(2)
and a boundary condition of no heat exchange with surroundings at x = L, where, L, represents
thickness of the HDPE slab is defined as
∂T
= 0 at x = L
∂x

(3)

Temperature measurements at x = x1 , i.e., location of the sensor corresponding to discrete time
steps, ti during the test cycle are given by
T (x1 , ti ) = Yi

(4)

Interestingly, a one-dimensional IHCP with a single unknown surface heat flux at x = 0, a known
boundary condition at x = L and a temperature history for one internal location can be converted
to a case involving two separate problems. Now, for one of these problems concerning portion of
the slab spanning from x = x1 to x = L (say, body 2), boundary conditions at both of its ends are
known. As a result, heat transfer through this region of the slab could be analysed like a direct problem.
Heat flux entering body 2, q, which is practically equal to flux leaving body 1 (portion of the slab
from x = 0 to x = x1 ) via the surface x = x1 is therefore calculated in a direct manner by solving the
following equation.
∂T
qx1 (t) = −k
(5)
∂x
In addition, the battery cell is assumed to be emitting heat equally from both the faces. Total heat
flux actually generated by it is therefore twice the calculated value [67]. Lastly, impact of changes in cell
thickness on battery heat generation rates cannot be explored if the area of the specific test battery is used
for converting the calculated heat flux to heat energy generated by the cell. Therefore, a transformation
constant was determined equal to 0.1 m2 ) by comparing the experimental results obtained for the
control sample, i.e., A123 20 Ah cell with the values published by Chen et al. [20] for the same cell.
They have addressed the IHCP problem for an A123 pouch cell by applying Beck’s sequential function
specification method. This method increases stability of the problem by including information about
future steps into it. Control experiments using the A123 20 Ah pouch cell at the temperature of 10 ◦ C
and the discharge rates of 0.5C and 2C were performed. Deviation of less than 3% between the heat
generation rates estimated herein and those measured by Chen et al. is noticed. The difference is
judged acceptable in the context of this work.
4. Results and Discussion
The LiFePO4 pouch cells were subjected to galvanostatic discharge tests over a range of ambient
temperatures between −10 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C using the experimental procedure described in Section 3.1.
The following section will present the experimental results to illustrate the observed effects of ambient
temperature, discharge current, and the depth of discharge on the battery heat generation rate when
analysed in conjunction with the battery capacity.
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cell, charge
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thanof
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thatpouch
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Nonetheless,
ratio
percentage
heat
generation
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cell
as a result
◦
of shift in operating temperature from 50 to 5 C is lower than the ratios obtained for the other two
test cells. Consequently, the 8 Ah pouch cell, i.e., the thick cell, is considered more efficient in cold
climatic conditions than the test battery cells with thin geometry. It can thus be implied that for same
nominal capacity, Li-ion cells with thicker electrodes in general are better suited for low temperature
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applications than the thin pouch cells. A thick electrode normally contains more active material
than a thin electrode of same total volume. Accordingly, it delivers a higher capacity at any specific
temperature [68].
Transformation of electrical energy to chemical form during charging and vice-versa during
discharging of an electrochemical cell is a complex process. It happens in multiple stages that involve
transportation of the positive and the negative charge carriers across various parts of the battery
cell. A portion of the electrical energy stored in the cell is transformed to heat while overcoming the
irreversibility associated with these transportation processes. Various components responsible for this
irreversible loss can be listed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Resistance offered to diffusion of Li-ions by the solution phase of the porous electrode;
Resistance presented by the cell separator to Li-ion diffusion;
Resistance provided by the solid electrolyte interphase to Li-ions;
Resistance of the solid phase of porous electrode to transfer of electrons across it;
Resistivity of the current collectors.

All these resistive components are temperature dependent and can be controlled through judicious
cell design. Battery cell design can influence both the electrochemical performance and the available
capacity of the battery under specific operating conditions. For instance, a thick and heavy current
collector by virtue of its high conductivity ensures a uniform current distribution in a cell and minimises
any thermal gradients across it [69]. Nevertheless, the principal elements that can affect the internal
resistance of a cell and consequentially its heat generation rates under varying ambient conditions are
the thickness and the surface area of the electrode.
Theoretically, a thin electrode provides lower internal resistance to Li-ion diffusion in comparison
to a thick electrode of the same chemistry and total volume [21,68]. However, under realistic situations,
major portions of the thin electrochemical cell structure can be considered to be in close thermal
proximity of the ambient environment. Accordingly, at low ambient temperatures, major portions of
the layered structure of a thin pouch cell operate at a lower temperature than the internal sections of a
cell with thick battery cell. As colder regions of an electrochemical cell are typically more resistive than
other areas, high heat generation rate of the 20 Ah or the thin pouch cell relative to the other two test
batteries in operating temperatures of 20 ◦ C and below can be explained. In addition, the effective
current density corresponding to a specific discharge rate is higher in the thick cell than in the thin
cell of the same volume because of its smaller surface area. High current density further heats up
the internal layers of the 8 Ah pouch cell leading to an improved mass transport and charge transfer
characteristics, thus contributing to a superior discharge performance. Not to mention, the large
current collector plates and a high current concentration near the tabs can also be a cause of significant
heat generation for batteries with a large form factor. For the same reasons, the physics of the problem
is reversed in an ambient temperature of 50 ◦ C at which a thick cell design becomes responsible for the
increased irreversible polarisation noticed in the 8 Ah pouch cell.
A modular TMS should however be able to accommodate cells of different sizes and varied thickness
ratios without much difficulty and certainly without asking for major structural modifications [70].
It is therefore clear that success of such a system is dependent on establishing a balance between the
above-mentioned sources of irreversible heat generation in a Li-ion battery cell. Analysis of the data
gleaned in this study suggest that a TMS designed to regulate the temperature of the studied Li-ion pouch
cells at 35 ◦ C could meet this criterion, as visible in Figure 4. For internal-combustion engine vehicles,
a separate grade of engine oil is used for vehicles operating in cold climates from those that are used in
geographic regions typically associated with a hot weather. More research by including other factors such
as capacity fade, wear, and cycle life is, however, required to validate if similar to the case of engine-oil,
battery cells for an EV can also be divided into two categories, namely:
•
•

Thick battery cells for EVs that are to be driven in low ambient temperatures, and
Thin cells for EVs that could be used in ambient temperatures higher than 35 ◦ C.
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Based on the above information, it can be concluded from the data shown in Figure 5c that the
test battery cell generates much less heat in low ambient temperatures than a 20% thinner cell of the
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Based on the above information, it can be concluded from the data shown in Figure 5c that the
test battery cell generates much less heat in low ambient temperatures than a 20% thinner cell of the
same nominal capacity. It validates the inferences drawn in Section 4.1 about the effect of temperature
on heat generation in cells of different thicknesses.
4.3. Effect of Discharge Rate
Figure 5a is a representation of heat generation rate plotted as a function of discharge rate for
the test batteries in an ambient temperature of 50 ◦ C. It is seen in the figure that magnitude of heat
generation rate increases considerably with the discharge rate. Similar behaviour can be expected for
all other operating temperatures residing within the safety margins of Li-ion battery cells.
Estimated heat generation rates as a function of DOD for the three test batteries at a discharge
rate of 1C and ambient temperatures of (a) 20 ◦ C, (b) 35 ◦ C, and (c) 50 ◦ C are shown in Figure 6a–c,
respectively. In addition, inferences about thermal behaviour of these cells at a discharge rate of 0.33C
with different ambient temperatures of (a) 20 ◦ C, (b) 35 ◦ C, and (c) 50 ◦ C can be made from the data
presented in Figure 7. Furthermore, a concise list of measured heat generation rates for the three test
batteries at different ambient temperatures and discharge rates is presented in Table 3. It gives an
indication of the upper bound and the lower bound for heat generation rates expected from a LiFePO4
pouch cell of specified capacity under typical operating conditions.
Table 3. Summary of estimated heat generation rates for the three test battery cells under varied
operating conditions.
Discharge
Rate
0.33C

1C

3C

Ambient Temperature (◦ C)

Nominal Capacity
(Ah)

−10

5

20

35

50

8
15
20
8
15
20
8
15
20

−0.16 to 4.42
−0.11 to 4.84
−0.01 to 5.19
−0.07 to 10.46
−0.25 to 11.05
−0.32 to 11.85
_
_
_

−0.98 to 2.20
−0.63 to 2.52
−1.36 to 2.82
0.10 to 8.73
−0.18 to 10.02
0.03 to 10.87
−0.24 to 16.08
−0.24 to 17.11
0.07 to 19.27

−0.75 to 1.46
−0.65 to 1.97
−0.37 o 2.23
−0.07 to 6.23
−0.06 to 6.72
−0.13 to 7.22
−0.12 to 13.46
−0.14 to 14.58
0.10 to 16.49

−0.81 to 0.04
−0.85 to 0.14
−0.84 to 0.13
−0.06 to 5.32
−0.07 to 5.41
−0.01 to 5.35
−0.07 to 10.13
0.06 to 10.22
0.06 to 10.32

−0.75 to 0.13
−0.89 to 0.16
−1.24 to 0.12
−0.22 to 2.53
−0.23 to 2.16
−0.42 to 1.60
0.09 to 8.43
0 to 7.82
−0.06 to 6.81

Heat generation rates for a battery cell with a porous electrode are influenced by transportation
rate of Li-ions, from particle surface to the reaction site, driving the de-intercalation process at the
negative electrode and the intercalation process at the positive electrode/electrolyte interface. It has
also been identified that because of large difference in the value of Li-ion diffusion coefficient in
the solid (DLi < 10−10 cm2 s−1 ) and the liquid phase ( DLi ∼ 10−5 cm2 s−1 ), transients in the solid
portion of the electrode and in the bulk of electrolyte are of different orders of magnitude [80,81].
Consequently, for reaction rates of 1C or less, Li-ion diffusion in the negative electrode acts as a rate
limiting mechanism for the discharge process. At a discharge rate of 3C, it switches to Li-ion transport
in the electrolyte. In addition, Li-ion motion occurs along a non-linear trajectory owing to constraints
provided by olivine type structure of LiFePO4 particles [82].
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causes the Li-ion diffusion path in the solid electrode to become longer, causing an increase in the
concentration polarisation and subsequently the heat generation rates [75,80]. It can explain almost
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the Li-ion diffusion path in the solid electrode to become longer, causing an increase in the concentration
polarisation and subsequently the heat generation rates [75,80]. It can explain almost overlapping
heat generation rates for the three test batteries at certain stages of the characterisation test performed
at discharge rates lower than 1C. However, judging by the profiles shown in Figures 3–7, it can be
concluded that the effect of diffusion thickness on battery heat generation rates overshadows the
influence of dissimilar transients for solid and electrolyte phases of a battery cell on its thermal behaviour.
Additionally, predominantly non-linear heat generation profiles recorded for a 1C discharge
process, shown in Figure 6, can be described by an S-shaped curve. It has been noted in literature
that the variation of entropic coefficient with DOD for LiFePO4 electrodes exhibit a similar trend [21].
It gets magnified in form of entropic heat and is subsequently reflected in the heat generation
rates. However, the ratio of reversible heat to irreversible heat is an inverse function of current.
Consequently, the effect of reversible heat on the profile of total heat diminishes progressively as the
discharge rate is increased leading to a quasilinear behaviour seen in Figure 3.
Lastly, it can be seen from Figure 7a that for an operating temperature of 20 ◦ C and at a discharge
rate of 0.33C, the total heat generated by LiFePO4 is endothermic for the initial-half of the discharge
cycle. Afterwards, it switches to an exothermic mode in the second part of the cycle. In contrast,
it is endothermic throughout the whole cycle for operating temperatures of 35 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C as seen
from Figure 7b, and Figure 7c, respectively. Accordingly, a smaller-sized TMS would be required
for maintaining the Li-ion battery pack at a uniform temperature of either 35 or 50 ◦ C than say at
25 ◦ C. From a safety perspective though, an operating temperature of 35 ◦ C takes precedence over an
operating temperature of 50 ◦ C. Thus, operating the battery TMS at 35 ◦ C not only facilitates a modular
battery TMS design but also assists in vehicle light-weighting by restricting the passive load of an EV
to a minimum level.
5. Conclusions
Heat generation rates for Li-ion battery cells are known to exhibit a strong dependency on
discharge rate, ambient temperature, and DOD. However, it is anticipated that this relationship may
change based on the nominal capacity of a battery cell. Therefore, in this work, heat generation rates for
LiFePO4 pouch cells of different nominal capacities were experimentally measured at various DODs
under an assortment of operating conditions described by a set of values for ambient temperature and
discharge rate. Effect of cell/electrode thickness on battery heat generation rates was also included
in the analysis. To facilitate accurate measurements, a custom-designed calorimeter was used. It is
an improvement over previous calorimeter presented by Chen et al. [20] and enables heat generation
estimation for pouch cells of varied surface area to thickness ratios.
The experimental results reveal that for operating temperatures greater than 35 ◦ C, heat generation
rates for thin battery cells are lesser than the rates measured for thick battery cells of equivalent
nominal capacity. In contrast, it is observed that transformation process of electrical energy to chemical
energy in ambient temperatures lower than 35 ◦ C is much more efficient for the battery cells with
thick electrodes than that for the thin battery cells. The difference is greater for higher discharge
rates; regardless of the operating temperatures. Additionally, it is noticed that the effect of Li-ion
transportation rate limiting mechanisms on battery heat generation rates is negligible in comparison to
the effect of electrode thickness. Lastly, it is also observed that at an operating temperature of 35 ◦ C,
heat generation rates for all the three test battery cells, irrespective of their nominal capacities, are equal.
The phenomenon is witnessed for all the test discharge rates.
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